DIRECTIONS FOR USE
InVade Bio Bullets contain grease and waste digesting, odor eliminating, non-pathogenic bacteria in a slowly dispersing solid matrix. The 5 lb Bio Bullets are ideal for hanging in grease traps and should be hung such that the water flow goes directly over the Bio Bullet, but ideally not submerged in the water. The 1 lb Bio Bullets are ideal for smaller grease traps, larger floor drains, and interceptors. One lb Bio Bullets should also be hung so that the water flow goes directly over the Bio Bullet. InVade Bio Bullets Minis are ideal for placement in urinals, soda fountain and beer tap drip trays, condensation pans, or on top of floor drains that are concealed under counters, etc. InVade Bio Bullets may also be used in other damp, scummy, smelly areas where organic matter tends to accumulate. InVade Bio Bullets will not harm plumbing, septic systems or municipal water treatment operations. InVade Bio Bullets will last between 30 and 90 days depending upon throughput. Drains with very hot water, such as directly off dishwashing systems, will degrade Bio Bullets more quickly. InVade Bio Bullets should be replaced when they are completely dispersed (gone).

Precautions: Store and use out of reach of children. Wash hands after handling and before eating, drinking, smoking, or using the toilet.

Net Contents: 5 lb, 1 lb, 50 g, and 100 g